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Ecomondo 2015: a record-breaking edition
At Rimini Fiera the best edition of the expo on
the green economy

Italy has to focus on Green Economy to boost its
upswing. This is the message from the expo days at
Rimini Fiera, where the innovative proposals of the
1,200 companies and the contents of 200 seminars
with over 1,000 speakers showed the importance
of an industrial and scientific system up to the most
advanced standards, as well as providing a model for
other nations’ economies. The presence at the expos
of industry and trade members from all over the world
ensured the days a really international dimension.

103,514 (1.68% more than 2014) professional
visitors attended over the four days, a figure that
stabilizes the European ranking of Ecomondo and
the expos held simultaneously with it. This figure also
contains the planned rise of the foreign component,
with almost 11,000 industry/trade members and
500 buyers from all over the world. Also worthy of
mention were the numerous representatives from
Iran and China, whose visits were organized along
with the Ministry for Environment.
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PTC - Master Fluid presents its new Built-In compact jetting modules.
The PTC - Master Fluid booth has captured the interest of visitors and professionals during all four days
of the show, in particular thanks to the new series of Built-In units for canal jet but also with its other units
and accessories for urban cleaning. The company is investing heavily in the development of technological
applications for its products, always with the aim to deliver value to its customers in the name of manufacturing
excellence and continuous innovation.

WHALE
Compact jetting
modules suitable for
van transport

20 - 24 HP (gasoline)
150 - 160 bar
40 - 55 l/min

MOSES
Compact jetting
modules suitable for
van transport

51 HP (diesel)
190 - 210 bar
70 - 84 l/min

TORPEDO
COMPACT

High pressure hot
water and steam
(max 140°C) jetting unit

TORPEDO
SKID

High pressure hot
water and steam
(max 140°C) jetting unit
with soundproofing box

19 - 23 HP (diesel)
250 - 350 - 500 bar
15 - 21 l/min

19 - 23 HP (diesel)
250 - 350 - 500 bar
15 - 21 l/min

VORTEX

Starting from 5 HP (gasoline)

Self-contained
vacuum unit for liquids

1200 - 3600 l/min
300 - 1000 lt

EASY
POWER
XL E

Electric high-pressure
water blasting units

40 HP (electric)
400 - 1000 bar
15 - 38 l/min
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